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                                         --Red Storm Spot on Jupiter, courtesy NASA 

 

Welcome to The Weekly Planets, keeping you involved with current events from an astrological 

perspective.  Your comments and suggestions are welcome.   

Cosmic Weather for the Week   8/9/15 to 8/16/15 

 
 

       
Venus, or Shukra, has disappeared from our skies and we are bereft.  No longer the Evening Star and not 
yet the Morning Star, Venus’s vacation below the Earth opens a window for warlike actions.  With Venus 
gone, a void can open up in all the realms that Venus rules, including feelings and emotions, hormones, 
relationships, birth of progeny, social attitudes, aesthetics and taste, desire, legal contests, romance and 
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partnerships, social welfare concerns, and the corporate sector. Visual sensibilities can be lessened as 
Venus rules the sense of sight.  Fashion gets forgotten and this might be the time to clean out all the 
closets and do a big housecleaning. This is not the time for weddings and parties, and unresolved issues in 
love affairs will now loom large.  Venus is retrograding through Leo and on Thursday it shifts backward 
into Cancer, which is a point of gandanta where the energy is trapped between fire and water with no 
easy release.  This coincides with a New Moon within a day, so expect all the foregoing areas to be even 
more fully missing in action. 
 
The pattern of heliacal setting and rising, between about August 6th and August 17th, is the time when 
Venus has been lost in the rays of the Sun and will re-emerge as the Morning Star just before sunrise on 
the 17th.  The Mayans saw Venus as becoming a warrior during this sacred interim period.  Venus’s inferior 
conjunction with Sun will occur on August 15th.  Venus makes an exquisite pentagram pattern with its 
series of five retrograde periods in 8 earth years.    
 

 
 
---from James Ferguson’s 1799 book Astronomy Explained Upon Sir Isaac Newton’s Principles 
 
The full intricate details are explained interestingly here. 
 
One other noteworthy astronomical event taking over the vacuum left by the lack of Venus to look at: 
 
 

https://johncarlosbaez.wordpress.com/2014/01/04/the-pentagram-of-venus/
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                             ---Facebook post by Steph McCreary 
 
The retrograde Venus showed up in the big political headlines about the Republican debate among the top 
ten Presidential candidates Thursday August 6 in Cleveland.  Donald Trump was the anti-star of the show 
and the incident drawing the most brouhaha was Mr. Trump’s riposte with Fox News Anchor and debate 
moderator, Megyn Kelly.  Ms. Kelly charged in with a question about Trump’s record of insulting various 
women and Trump responded with his typical blunt roundhouse followed by deflective jabs.  In the post -
event buzz Mr. Trump followed up with even more offensive comments about Ms. Kelly herself, resulting 
in him being uninvited from the next big conservative gathering because of his “hormonal” remarks. 
 
 

 
                 John Minchillo, Associated Press 

The upshot was the media dredging up all the record about Trump’s gibes at women, for instance this 
excerpt from a 2012 New York Times column by Gail Collins: 

“Trump’s main argument for why he should be taken seriously as a presidential contender is his 
business success. Has Obama ever hosted a long-running reality series? Owned a bankruptcy-
bound chain of casinos? Put his name on a flock of really unattractive high-rise apartment 
buildings? No! 

“’By now my name is big enough and equated with the gold standard to the extent that I don’t 
have to say too much about it,’ wrote Trump in one of his books, before going on to say a lot more 
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about it. He is extremely sensitive to any gibes about his business record, which has been up and 
down over the years. 

“During one down period, I referred to him in print as a ‘financially embattled thousandaire’ and he 
sent me a copy of the column with my picture circled and ‘The Face of a Dog!’ written over it.” 

Nonetheless, polls after the event and the buzz showed that Trump had even climbed a point or two higher 
in his lead: 

 
NBC News/SurveyMonkey   August 7-8, 2015  +/-3.4% 
 
 
 
 
 
What in Mr. Trump’s horoscope shows him as being so adept at channeling our collective inner sado-
masochist? 
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The Lagna/Ascendant is Leo the power sign with Mars, the planet of brute force, rising less than three 
degrees from the Lagna.  Mars is a wish-fulfilling yogakaraka for Leo rising because it rules a trine, the 9th 
house, and an angle, the fourth house.  Mars is a double-edged sword here, because although it can give 
the chart native what he wants, Mars also is a malefic.  Mars in fact shows its worst character in 
horoscopes of people born during daytime, because Mars is a night-strong planet.  For one born in the 
daytime, Mars is a natural indicator of the opposite sex/the spouse and all gender-based relations.   
 
The chart has another extremely strong yoga combining ownership of an angle and a trine, and that is the 
mutual aspect of Rahu on Jupiter and Jupiter on Rahu.  Rahu is the co-lord of Aquarius, the 7th house 
governing public interactions.  Jupiter is the favorable 5th lord of intelligence, good fortune, devotion and 
wealth, and so a rajayoga for fame and fortune is formed where Rahu sits in the 10th house along with 
Sun, the Lagna Lord, both getting the dristi of Jupiter.  The placement of Mars in the fourth house away 
from this rajayoga is very unfortunate, however.  Mars debilitates in the 4th sign, so having Mars in the 4th 
from his power yoga shows that he constantly undermines his own power by his bullish attitudes.   
Mars also is the lord of the 4th house from Lagna, where Moon sits in its sign of debility along with Ketu, 
and Moon Ketu is a combination for constant gaffes.  Ketu in the fourth tends to pull the rug out from 
under any venture when it is activated, and so can account for the multiple business belly-ups. 
 
The current Narayan dasa is of Libra.  Libra is in the third house of the chart which is the house where 
opposition political parties gather their forces.  The subperiod is Sagittarius, a warlike sign, with Mercury 
representing the media in the 7th from it, showing lively verbal jousts going on in which the native holds 
his own for the time because Mercury is strong in its own sign, although in the 7th from the subperiod 
shows him being on the defensive throughout.   
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Sagittarius subperiod lasts until Scorpio early next spring, roughly in Feb of 2016.  Scorpio is not a 
favorable sign, holding the debilitated Moon with Ketu, and so his chances as a candidate, and even as a 
third party candidate, have to be viewed in a dim light. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Market View for the Week  (not to be taken as investment advice—strictly opinion) 

             Venus’s Inferior Conjunction with Sun often accompanies noticeable declines in the equity 
markets, so the May top that has been followed by sneakily crawling lower prices is all the more likely to 
become widely visible.   Watch for a pivot on Friday the 14th, as that Saturday the declinations of four 
planets converge.  Previous support at SPX 2040 is very vulnerable. 
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                                                                                                                                            ---Declination tables from cafeastrology.com 
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Scholar and has studied extensively with Pandit Sanjay Rath.   For consultation on your individual chart, or 

to begin a study course in Jyotish, contact Sat Siri Khalsa at www.satsirikhalsa.com. 
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